LIONS, TIGERS, AND BEAR!

Four weeks ago 36 brave souls
started on a journey of immense faith.
We showed up to orientation with no
idea what we were getting in to! We
moved into our apartments and met our
roommates! Some were absolutely nuts
while others were very quiet! I got the
two extremes
And then we began…within a few days
our workload became crazy huge.
Stress increased and within a few
weeks we had our first midterm test in
our “Christian Evidences” class, which
most of us passed with flying colors!
And of course we have had small
quizzes in the middle of it all. We’ve
continued day after day of chapel,
class, class, breaks and more classes.
I have been blessed with a class that
loves to sing! Every day, more than a

… OH MY!!!

few times per day, we sit around and
sing our hearts out. Things are crazy
busy around here! In between now and
April we will have spent about 600
hours in the AIM classroom and
traveled over 10,000 miles in a vehicle
(Not including where we go in planes).
Crazy right!? But none of us would
trade these classes for the world!
In these first few weeks we have
dove headfirst into the Old Testament
starting in genesis as well as the New
Testament and even deeper studies in
the book of Luke (studying the life of
Christ) and Philippians. Already our
knowledge of God’s word has grown
immensely and far quicker than we
could have ever imagined. It’s only the
first month, right? I am so excited
about what is to come! Our lineup for
the coming classes looks like a blast!
But… that’s for another news letter!
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LIONS, TIGERS, AND BEAR!

You guys are amazing and I thank you so much for all your support financially and
spiritually! I thank God every time I remember you. In all my prayers for all of you,
I always pray with joy because of our partnership in the gospel of Christ from the
first day till now! Stay strong my fellow brothers and sisters! Fight the good fight
and finish the race strong!!
AIMing for our Lord in Lubbock Texas,
Bear Weiss
2735 Genoa Avenue
Lubbock, TX 79407
Bearwashere93@gmail.com
(806)-729-0280
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